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with LR changes. The pattern of cloud SW changes
(Fig. 5g), which dominates the net TOA radiation
pattern, suggests that LCC plays an important role in
changing global TOA radiation. The global surface
albedo change (Fig. 5i) is negligible everywhere, arising
from the fact that sea ice albedo changes result in lo-
calized TOA radiation changes.

4. Green’s function validation

Beforemoving to the final step of applying the Jacobians
to attribute feedback changes to regional warming, here
we validate the Green’s function approach. First, we per-
form a linearity test by imposing two SST patches in a

simulation simultaneously: one in the tropical west Pacific
and one in the tropical east Pacific (noted as the Two-
Patch run; Fig. 6a). The CAM4-produced output in this
Two-Patch run is then compared to the linear sum of the
response to two corresponding single patches (Fig. 6b).We
find a remarkable similarity in spatial patterns for all re-
sponses of interests with spatial correlations higher than
90%, and nearly identical global-mean responses (shown
in Fig. 6). This test speaks to the strong linearity in the
model’s responses, supporting the assumption that the
response to a large-scale SST pattern can be estimated as
the sum of responses to each of the SST forcing points.
Additional two-patch tests performedwithin other regions
also exhibit a strong linearity (not shown).

FIG. 5. Response of annual- and global-mean of (a) net TOA radiation, (b) near-surface air temperature, and (c) feedback per unit SST
warming in each grid box. The units areWm22 K21, KK21, andWm22 K21, respectively. The global-mean TOA radiation change shown
in (a) is decomposed using radiative kernels into contributions due to (d) Planck, (e) lapse-rate, (f) water vapor, (g) cloud SW radiation,
(h) cloud LW radiation, and (i) albedo changes. The units for (d)–(i) are Wm22 K21.
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small offset for the 4 3 CO2 simulation, the Green’s
function reconstruction captures most of the feedback
changes seen in both simulations. We interpret these
results as a validation of the robustness of the Green’s
function approach, allowing us to proceed with attrib-
uting feedback changes to regional warming patterns.

5. Attributing global feedback changes to regional
warming

The selected patches in section 3 (Fig. 4) reveal an
important property in the climate system: temperature
and radiation changes depend on both local and remote
surface warming. In this section, we identify where the
changes in TOA radiation and TAS originate using the

global-mean net TOA radiation change DRglobali and
global-mean TAS change DTglobali that are associated
with SST and SIC perturbations in any grid boxi in a
particular warming pattern:
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The terms ›Rglobal/›SSTi and ›Tglobal/›SSTi are global-
mean net TOA radiation change and global-mean TAS
change per unit SST change in grid box i (Figs. 5a,b),
respectively. Also, DSSTi is SST anomaly at grid boxi

FIG. 7. Comparison of the response from CAM4 simulations and the response from Green’s function, showing
results for (a)–(c) the Historical run and (d)–(f) the 4 3 CO2 run. (top to bottom) Net TOA radiation (Wm22),
near-surface air temperature (K), and global feedback parameter (Wm22 K21). The black solid lines denote the
response from the CAM4model. The red solid lines denote the response from theGreen’s function reconstruction.
The blue lines denote the response from the 30-yr-long ReducedSST run, in which SST/SIC keeps the same pattern
as the 43CO2 run, but the magnitude of global-mean SST (SIC) is reduced by a factor of 5/6 to be same as the last
30 years of the Historical run. The solid blue line denotes the response from the model, and the dashed blue line
denotes the response fromGreen’s function (see Table 1 and section 6b for more details.). All the blue lines are 10-
yr running averages; the black and red lines are annual averages.
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Conclusions

•  Multiple regression method can be used to estimate 
spatial feedbacks from internal variability


• The MR method overestimates climate feedback due to 
anomalously high changes in TOA flux south of 30ºS


• Overestimate could be due to “regression dilution” or 
nonlinearity in Green’s functions - cause TBD


